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Beyond Rendering—Making Visualization Easy with
the Product Design Collection
Rusty Belcher
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Learning Objectives





Discuss the simpler approach to rendering with Inventor Studio
Learn about rendering images and animations with Inventor Studio
Learn how to generate a VR visualization with Navisworks
Get tips and tricks for generating hand-drawn sketches from your Inventor designs

Description
You don't have to be a high-end graphic designer to generate quality images or videos with the
Autodesk Product Design Collection. When it comes to rendering, most people think that 3ds
Max software is the only way to go. But the Product Design Collection has many other tools that
produce quality renderings. In this class, we’ll discuss the simpler approaches to generating
amazing images, videos, and even a little virtual reality—with Inventor Studio software and
Navisworks software.

Speaker
Rusty Belcher is a Manufacturing Application Expert working with IMAGINiT Technologies.
Rusty provides implementation, training, and support services at every level for all Autodesk
Manufacturing products. His specialty involves the integration of 3D design practices into
manufacturing production environments. As an instructor and mentor, IMAGINiT regularly
receives outstanding reviews of his impact to their organization.
Rusty started his career as a structural steel fitter at Newport News Shipbuilding. He is a
graduate of the Newport News Shipbuilding Apprentice School and worked in the shipyard's
Mold Loft engineering division.
Over the past several years Rusty has worked directly with Autodesk to develop and author the
current Factory Design Suite training courseware, has also developed, and recorded many of
the tips and tutorial videos available on the Factory Design Suite YouTube Channel.
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Section 1
Discuss the simpler approach to rendering with Inventor Studio
“3ds Max is so easy to use”! Said No One Ever.
Do not get me wrong! 3ds Max is an amazing piece of software. It is literally the “King of the
Hill” when it comes to high end rendering and visualization. But I usually refer to 3ds Max as a
career path to rendering. Meaning that it takes a good investment in time and training to
produce quality results with 3ds Max.
So where does a busy mechanical designer turn when they desperately need a quality image of
their latest Inventor design? The simple answer is Inventor Studio.

Inventor Studio
Inventor Studio is the default rendering solution built right into the Inventor application. It
has everything you need to generate high quality images and videos without the endless
lists of options that are commonplace in 3ds Max.
Inventor Studio is extremely easy to use. It’s so easy to use, even an engineer can do it.
I make that joke every time I discuss Inventor Studio. But, it is true. By far, the easiest
path to quality visualization for Inventor users is Inventor Studio.
Advantages of Inventor Studio
 Ease of Use
 Limited Options
 Professional Settings Pre-Applied
 Visualization without Translation
 Taking Advantage of Inventor Workflows

Section 2
Learn about rendering images and animations with Inventor Studio
Working with Inventor Studio
The advantages of working with Inventor Studio are all centered around it’s efficiency and ease
of use. Unlike high end professional rendering solutions where “the sky is the limit”, Inventor
Studio consists of simple rendering workflows that take advantage of the modeling techniques
used to create the Inventor model in the first place. Some may look at the limited options as a
shortfall but the simplistic approach is perfect for mechanical designers or engineers who are
looking for a quality visualization without spending a great deal of time and effort.
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Just a Quick Render
It is a common occurrence for an Inventor user to enter the Inventor Studio environment
with one of their designs, click the render button, and be satisfied with the default results.
All the design choices you make during the initial modeling process are honored in
Inventor Studio. If you chose to make the fasteners polished chrome when you modeled
them, they will automatically reflect the surroundings correctly in the very first render. If
you chose an old warehouse for the environmental lighting of your model, that lighting
style will be honored when you generate the render.

Image – Default Renders with Inventor Studio

Shadows and Reflections / View Options
The view options you choose to utilize in Inventor Studio are determined by the current
view settings you are using for your current Inventor session. Simply put, if you want
shadows, turn them on, if you want reflections, turn them on. You activate shadows and
reflections using the same method you have always used in the Inventor application.
You can also modify shadows and reflections in the render by adjusting their local styles
if necessary.

Image – Typical Shadow Settings in Inventor
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Rendering with Inventor Workflows
Inventor Studio allows you to generate renders utilizing the modeling techniques used to
create the original model. You can animate Constraints, Parameters, and Positional
Representations. If you utilized these techniques while developing the model, there is
no need to recreate them in the rendered visualization.

Image – Animate Constraints, Parameters, and Positional Reps

The Basics
Inventor Studio supports image and animation rendering. There are also options for
custom lighting styles, camera setup, and local lights. Inventor Studio provides all the
basic functionality necessary for traditional (simple) visualization projects.

Image – Support Images, Animations, Lighting, Cameras, and Local Lights
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Engineering Quality Visualizations / Rendering with No Render
In many cases we simply need a quality image to convey mechanized performance or
conceptual shapes and forms. In these cases, it is important to recognize that the
default shading and environmental lighting in Autodesk Inventor is quite good. Many
times, all we really need is a simple screenshot and the default graphics will do nicely.
When you generate animations in Inventor Studio, there is a “Preview” option called No
Render. This option will produce the desired animation using the default Inventor
graphics. In other words, it renders the animation without rendering each frame. The
resulting video looks good enough to get the idea across to your collaborators and
bypassing the rendering allows the animation to be produced extremely quickly. In a
design discipline where “time is money”, this process can be a lifesaver for engineers
who don’t have time to fully render a photo-realistic animation.

Image – The Preview: No Render Option
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Driving Constraints
Autodesk Inventor can generate animations from the basic modeling environment
utilizing the Drive Constraint command. The offset or angle value of a constraint can be
driven from one value to another adding mechanized motion to the assembly.

Image – All Motions in the Clock is Driven by one Constraint

Inventor Presentations
Animations can also be created from the Inventor presentation environment. Inventor
presentations allow designers to create exploded views of their designs for assembly
instructions. Presentations can also be utilized to animate specific motion in an
assembly.

Image – Presentations for Animated Exploded Views
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Section 3
Learn how to generate a VR visualization with Navisworks
Navisworks and Rendering
One of the nice things about creating visualizations with the Product Design and Manufacturing
Collection is that almost every tool in the arsenal generates renders in one manner or another.
Navisworks is the digital mockup solution for the collection. You can load an almost infinite
amount of 3D data into a Navisworks scene developing massive assemblies that would normally
bring even the highest end computers to their knees. Navisworks is essentially a “visualization
only” application. You don’t generate models or drawings with it, you simply visualize all your
design on the screen at the same time. You typically experience the Navisworks scene with
real time fly-through and walk-through capabilities. But, one of the basic export functions of
Navisworks is images, videos, renderings, and other visualization experiences

Visualizations / Not Just Rendering
Visualizations come in a wide variety of formats and experiences. Most of us
consider still images or video renders to be traditional visualization formats. But,
there are new modern methods of immersing your target audience into the world
of your design work. The real time fly-through and walk-through experience
offered by Navisworks is like viewing a virtual reality game on a flat screen.
Navisworks allows you to pack your entire digital mockup into a single file and
share it with any of your collaborators. The audience will need to install the free
viewer called Navisworks Freedom to experience the scenes you publish.

Image – Realtime Navigation with Navisworks
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Publishing a VR Scene / Stereo Panorama
One unique feature available in Navisworks is the ability to render a stereo
panorama in the cloud. A stereo panorama is two spherical renders adjusted
independently for each of our eyes. When viewed through the proper lenses, like
the Google Cardboard viewer, your scene appears to be a completely immersive
3D environment. This function produces a simple inexpensive VR experience with
very little effort.
It is important to note that you cannot walk around in these VR scenes, you can
simply move your head around and view the entire 360 degree 3D experience.

Image – Navisworks Stereo Panorama on Google Cardboard

Image – Stereo Panorama Example from Navisworks
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Section 4
Get tips and tricks for generating hand-drawn sketches from your Inventor
designs
Sketch Illustrations and the Collection
Sketch illustrations have been a classic component of many types of design projects for some
time. Before the introduction of Computer Assisted Drawing tools, the only way to share your
vison of a project was to have an artist or draftsperson workup a hand drawn picture of the
design.
The design world is now saturated with CAD tools that can easily generate photo realistic
renderings of any project. Sadly, the time for collaborating with these extremely talented artists
has come to an end. But, what if you still want or need an “old fashioned” sketched illustration
based on your CAD design? What do you do?

Image – Hand Drawn Sketch Illustrations
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Why Use Sketch Illustrations?
First off, we must admit that sketched illustrations are quite old fashioned, but it’s often that old
fashioned nature that makes them so appealing. In a modern design world where every 3D
designer tries to out render the competition, it is very common for digital imagery to become
overwhelming. It is quite possible that a photo realistic image can look so good, the impact of
the actual product or prototype can be a letdown or disappointment.
It is also important to remember that there is relatively no difference in the time required to
produce a modern rendering vs. the historic sketched illustration. Hand drawn illustrations are
the result of many man hours and the talent of an experienced artist. Modern photorealistic
renderings require a talented artist, many hours of model tweaking, material mapping, and
render time.
So why do so many modern designers still utilize the primitive sketch illustrations of the past?
Here are a few reasons.

Photo Realistic Renders can be Too Good
We have all had that disappointing fast food experience where the food on our
tray looks nothing like the burger and fries shown in the advertisement above the
counter. A material map selection or a reflective texture might make for great
eye candy, but it can lead to an unsatisfied customer who is expecting their
product or prototype to look exactly like the pretty image promised in the initial
presentation.

Protection of Intellectual Property
Believe it or not, a good 3D modeler can reverse engineer a complete design
from a single picture. Clear high-quality images actually make it easier for others
to copy your intellectual property. A primitive sketch illustration helps to “blur the
lines” of the actual design making it more difficult to duplicate.

Hardware, Time, and Resources
As we stated earlier, modern photorealistic imagery requires the same artistic
man power as the historic sketched illustrations. Achieving true photorealism
often requires a dedicated visualization staff and sophisticated computer
hardware.

All Photo Realistic Images Look the Same
It is true that customers have grown used to seeing high quality visualizations in
every presentation. 3D renders are so commonplace that they are often
considered repetitive or cliché. Worse, the amazing images we are so used to
are not truly appreciated for the time and artistic effort that go into them.
Customers seem to believe that because these images are so plentiful that they
must be easy to create.
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How to Create Sketch Illustrations
I love Autodesk. I usually believe, deep in my heart, that Autodesk has a solution for everything.
I am absolutely sure that somewhere, in a sub-menu or options list, there is a 3ds Max solution
that produces quality sketch illustrations. But I never have had the time to look it up. Our time
is important. We usually don’t have time to waste researching the 40 steps necessary to
produce the desired illustration effect. So what do we do?

Grab your Smart Phone or iPad
If our Autodesk applications are letting us down, where can we turn? Don’t worry.
There is a simple and inexpensive answer to this issue. Simply pull out your smart
phone or iPad. That’s right. One of the most popular capabilities of smart phones and
iPads is the conversion of photographs to hand drawn pictures. Whether you are using
an Android or Apple device, your app store is full of applications dedicated to this
process.
For this example, I will be utilizing my iPad and an application called Pencil Sketch 2. I
downloaded this app a few weeks ago and purchased the Pro version available as an inapp purchase. $1.99 in case you are wondering. Of course, there are hundreds of
photo apps that produce similar results. You should feel free to explore as many of them
as you like before settling on your favorite.

Image – Pencil Sketch App – Available in the Apple App Store
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The Process
The process for generating a quality sketch illustration from an Inventor model is
quite simple. You simply generate a screenshot or published image of your
Inventor Model and transfer it to your phone or iPad.
Process
 Open your Inventor Model.
 Orient your model to the desired viewpoint or position.
 Turn on the shadows and reflections as desired.
 Generate the screenshot / Publish the image.
 Transfer the image to your mobile device.
 Open the Pencil Sketch App.
 Import the picture

Image – A simple screenshot created from Inventor, open in the Pencil Sketch app.
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Options, Options, Options
Now for the fun part. There are so many different kinds of sketch illustrations effects to
choose from. From a simple pencil sketch to a comic book illustration. It’s all up to you
and your artistic vision.
It is important to note that many of the Autodesk applications have Visual Styles
dedicated to illustrations but many of them do not allow you to alter the style at all. That
is certainly not the case here.

Image – Sketch Illustration Examples

What are you Waiting For?
Sketch illustrations are still a viable method of communicating your design vision and
they have never been easier to create. Combining the 3D capabilities of the Autodesk
Product Design and Manufacturing Collection and a simple Pencil Sketch app on your
mobile device gives you the capabilities to easily generate any sketch illustration you
desire.
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Additional Tips
There are always shortcuts and simple techniques to share with a topic like Visualization and
Rendering. Below you will find a few of my favorites.
Don’t Render Animations
Utilize the Preview No Render
option in Inventor Studio to
produce the animation based on
the default screen graphics.
Inventor’s default graphics are
pretty good. Even good enough
for visualizations in some cases.
Model Your Own Custom
Background

Generate Simple Walkthroughs
with Inventor Studio by Adding
the Camera Action



Create Camera from View
Set Camera Active on
Timeline
 Drag Key Frame to Timepoint
 Adjust View Orientation
 Add Camera Action
Recorded Walkthroughs in
Navisworks
Viewpoint to Viewpoint
Animations
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Autodesk Sketchbook Motion
iPad App
Add motion to your static renders
with Autodesk Sketchbook
Motion. A great way to add
something extra to your
visualizations.

Werble
iPad App
Similar to Sketchbook Motion
with pre-defined animation
effects that can be added to
animate a static image.
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